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mat vice
been practiced In the building up of
their army corps had stood its ground and hard and bitter, except when hi• Stranskys If
real ,
study," she said. "There Is the
hief of staff, rein/rm.... South but
La
had to defend 'a redoubt
big
Tie nit,Illityra on war. ant Pt...4-1119h., on world,
the pension system, but it was not; reand you want to have had the at Volmer-"
eyes would light with a feverish sort In a last stand."
thn ...tourmalines asit.• of Illots.lf ant Mar
"So you've alwayn said," interrupted of fire which stain.. as he broke into
breath of all its climates HI your lungs,
ta, a Co Is Visiting In the Ilay
"Yes, he. might fight." The colonel trenchmeut would be tit go back over
W..satelflow ealls on Marfa bine tslls
the job and make it right by purging
Tom.
the visions of all its peoples
a hill In the talk
looked hard at Stransky's rigid profile,
of her'reaenhor ,h11,1rtrn the follies of tont
yours.
war
the rolls and getting the fingers of
"And the way they cook tripe! I
ant Innrtlat patrt4olson. tress Alm to pro- Then the other thing Is three Acres
'mprades." he began.
with its tight lips and cbin as firm as
want war while hir Is elder of stiff,
couldn't stomach it, could you! And
aud a cow. :If you could only have
"Let us hear from the Socialist!" a if cut out of stone. "You never knew frauds and fakers out of thin treasury,
the
predicts that If he make. war against ant
tire solidarity of the
and giving the' government's bounty to
who will fight in the plm
Browni he will not win.
Japatietee, their pub- if there's anything I am partial to it's Tory exclaimed.
they say
a good dish of tripe! And their light
lic spirit, with the old Chinese love
-"No, the anarchist!" shouted a So- Put that's speculation. It's the ex. the deserving only, but any seggestion
of
CHAPTER III-Continued.
of that character would never be acfamily and peace, and a cathedral beer like drinking froth! And their blat at
aniple that 1 have to deal with"
nearby on a hill! Patrratient7 Why, bread-why, It ain't bread! It's chips!
"There won't be any war!" said.
"He is not of the insidious, plotting ceptable to the Republicans.
"You think I am Joking" she &eked It is in
Economy might have kept a world
the soil of your three acres. I 'Taint fit for civilized folks!"
Eitranoky, hls voice gradually rising to type. Ile spoke his mind openly," sug-Why, yes!"
of unnecessary and indefeneible ="But I sort of got used to their the pitch of an agitator reltehing the gested Lanstron.
love to feel the warm, rich earth of our
the
him
"If
you
give
"But I am not! No, no, not about own
garden in my hands! Hereafter I ways." said Torn.
sensation of his 0190 words. "Patriot- limit of the law, why, he becomes a peniles out of congress, but retrenchsuch a ghastly subject as • war to- shall be
ment would be to go back and abolish
"Eh, eh" Grandfather looked at istn la the playedeiut trick of the ruling martyr to persecution.
a stay at-horue, and if my chilI should say
day!" She was leaning toward him, dren win."
she held out her hand in grandson quizzically, seeking the cause classes to keep down the proletariat. that his remarks might pass for bier- extravagance, free seeds, mileage
hands on knee mod eyes burning like parting
graft, abuse of the franking PrIvileff•
with.the same frank, earnest of such heterodoxy In • northern man. There won't be any war! Why! Be- rack-room gassing."
croaks without •spark "r—she paused grip of her
cause there a-e too many enlightened
"Very well," said the colonel, taking and others of minor character. But
greeting. "why, you will
as she had before she broke out with find that tea
men on both sides who do the world's the shortest way out of the difficulty. no Republican would listen to such a
Ls, as usual, at fourthe first Peelihreel- 1 will quote part thirty."
proposition.
work
We of the 53d are • pro- "We will memo the first Offense"
'
of our children's oath. 1 will Dot be
Economy might have prevented the
He had found the women of his high
vincial lot: but throughout our army
"Yea sir!" said the sergeant mea coward It Is a °overt' who strikes official world-.e
there are thousands upon thousaads chemically as he released his grip of packing of the executive departments
narrower world than
Crst. A brave man even after he re- he realised
like me. They tnarch, they drill. but the offender. "We had two anarchtsti with cltitnsy administrative systems
-much alike. Striking cerceives a blow tries to reason with his tain keys, certain
when battle comes they will refuse In my company in Africa," he observed which necessitate the employment 'ref
chords responded.
assailant, and dues not strike back un- He could probe the
to
fight-my comrades in heart, to in loyal agreement with orders. "They thousknds of clerks that are not really
depths of their
til he receives a second blow I shall minds, he thought, in a
whom
the flag of this country means fought like devils. The only trouble essential to the public service; resingle evening.
not let a burglar drive me frum my Then he passed on, unless it
no more than that of any other ooun- was to keep them from sh.00ting inno- trenchment would mean to install comwas in
mon-sense business methods, minus
house. If an enemy trine to take my the interest of pleasure or
try!"
cent natives for sport."
of his cared tape, and dispense with the servland I shall appeal le his sense of en- reer to linger. This meeting had
"Hold on! The nag Is sacred!"
Stransky's collar was still crumpled
left
ices of unneeded employees. No Retice and reason with him, but if he his curiosity baffled. Ile understood
cried the banker's son.
on the nape of his neck. He remained
then persists I shall fight for my how Marta's vitality demanded actiam
"Yes, that will do!"
stock-still, staring down the bride* of publican would ever-consent to that.
The Republican wants his public
home. if 1 am eictorioes I shall not which exerted itself in a feminine
"Shut up!"
his nose. For a full minute he did not
way
try to take his land Out te make the for a feminine cause. The cure for
Other voices formed a chorus of vouchsafe so much es a glance upward buildings or his river appropriations
just as the Democrats do, and he will
most of my own. I shall never cross• such a fad was moat clear to his masangry protest.
over the cheroot in his fortunes. Then
"I knew you thought it; now I've he looked around at Innetron glower- raise sand unless he gets them.
frontier to kill my fellowmen.'"
culine perception. What if all the
All this being true, and it likewise
Very impressive she made the oath, power she had shown In her appeal for
caught you!" This from the sergeant, ingly.
who had seen hard fighting against
leer deliberate recital of it had the peace could be made to serve another
"I know who you are!" he said. being true that the business of the
a, savage _foe in Africa and there- "You were born in the purple. You government continues to grow as the
quality which justifies every word ambition! He knew that he was a
fore wee particularly bitter about have had education, opportunity, pose popultojon grows, as the business and
with an urgent faith.
great man. More than once he had
the Bodlapoo affair. The welt of a lion-everything that you and your industry of the country grow, naturally
-You see, with that teaching there wondered what would happen If he
scar on the gaunt, fever-yellowed kind want to keep for your kind. You the government's expense will _grow.
can be no war," she proceeded. "and were to meet a great woman And he
cheek turned a deeper red as he seised are smarter than the others. You If the government were not extravathose who strike'n111 be weak; those
ould not see Marta Galland again
Stransky by the collar of the blouse.
would hang a man with spider welts gant in any respect, if its financial
Who defend will be strong."
meets; war came.
Stransky raised his free hand as if Instead of hemp. But I won't fight for operations were exactly right, every
"Perhaps." he said
year would mark some increase of the
to strike, bui paused as he faced ills. you'. No, 1 won't!"
"You would not like to see thouCHAPTER IV.
appropriations, because as the et:Witty/
company's
boyish
slender
captain,
of
•
He
threw
back
his
head with a desands. hundreds of ttioueands, of men
'figure, aristocratic of feature. His ha-, termination in his defiance so intense develops and the population increases
killed and maltase, would your" she
Time, Have Changed.
*as
dignatlon
as
as
the
evident
ser- rthat it had a certain kind of dignity the governmental machinery will have
demanded, and her eyes held the horThe 53d of the Browns had started
to increase. Therefore a slight ingeant's, but he was biting his lips to that freed it of theatrical affectation.
ror of the sight in reality. "You can for La Tit. on the same day that the
crease of expense from year to year is
keep it under contrel.
"Yes, I was fortunate, but perhaps
prevent it - you can!" Her heart was 123th of the Grays had started for
not obilectionable. "You heard what he said, sir!"
nature was not altogether unkind to
South La Tir
While the 124th was
In the appeal.
What is objectionable are the top"The
latter
part-enough!"
Lanstron.
you,
said
"In Napoleonic heavy systems,
"The old argument! No, I should going to new scenes, the 63d was rethe pension abuses and
incitation
"It's
mutiny!
to
An
times., Stransky. I think you might the
not like to see that." he replied. "I turnt g to familiar ground. It bad denumerous other extravagances
ample!"
even have carried a marshal's baton in which
ed in the capital of the province
only do my duty as a !soldier to my
the Republicans have installed
"Yes, put him under arrest."
_
your knapsack."
m which Rs ranks had been recruitcountry."
"But I Won't Fight for Youl"
and for which the Democratic adminisThe sergeant still held fast to the
"You-what rot!" A sort of triumph tration
-The old answer! The more reason ed. After•steep Incline, there was•
must now provide bec-..use it
!come bugle note and with shouts "Say, you ain't been falling in lover collar of Straneky's blouse: Stransky played around Stransky'e full lips and cannot at a single blow dispense
.
why you should tell the premier you
with
he
could
har.arded.
going
have
to
ain't
"You-you
shaken
himself
free,
as
•
his
jaw
shot
out
challengingly.
"No.
the
of
centipede's
delight
legs broke
Can't' Hut there is still another resao4
them.
bring
one
of
them
girls
southern
mastiff
frees
himself
from
a
puppy,
never
against
my
on
comrades
the oth-.
apart! Bankers', laborers', doctors',
for telling him." she urged gently
borne!"
but this wee resistance to arrest and em' side of the border!" he co&luded,
Now he mew her not at twentyeeven valets', butchers', manufacturers' and
Political Possibilities.
"No!"
said
Tom,
laughing.
he
had
not
up
yet
his
made
mind to his dogged stare returning.
but at seventeen, girlish, the subject judges' sons threw themselves down
In view of sufficiently self-evident
"Well, I'm glad you ain't, for they're go that far. His muscles were weaving
Now the colonel gave the order to facts is not a very considerable
of no processes of reason but in the on the greensward of the embankment
flocknaturally light-minded.
I remember under the sergeant's grip, his eyes fall In; the bugle sounded and the censpell of an Intuition, and he knew that to rest. With their talk of home, of
ing of Progressives to President W1I'ern
wandered
well."
lie
on
with
his
glowing
as
with
volcanic
fire
waiting
tipede's
relatives
to
on
they
legs
assemble
the
began
had
whom
met
at the
somethiug out of the Wile in a flash
son among the political possibilities
station, and of the changes in the town qu'estions and comments. Is it•fact, on the madness of impulse for erup- road But Stransky remained a statue, of the next two years' In connection
was coining.
Torn.,
or
was
you
when
just
joking
you
tion.
his rifle untouched on the award. He with, this possibility another thought
-For you will not win!" she declared. was mingled talk of the crisis.
wrote home that the soldiers took so
"I wonder if It is really worth while seemed of • mind to let the regiment
Mean tole, an aged man was apThis struck fire. Square jaw and
suggests Resat:
many bather
to
put
arrest!"
him
under
said some go on without -him.
sturdy body, In masculine energy, reso- proachIng. At times he would break
Has not President Wilson a great
"Yes,
they
do."
one at the edge of the group in aintable
"Stransky, fall in!" called the ser opportunity in this situation to
lute and trained, were set indomitably int., • kind of trot that ended, after a
gain
inquiry.
"Wall,
that
beats
me!
It's
a
wonder
geant.
of
breath, lie
few steps, in shortness
against feminine vitality
useful, and not unneeded, recruits by
didn't
all
you
die
The
of
pneumonia!"
from
voice
an
came
officer
Ile
of
Stransky
not
commove...A
Still
did
"Yes, we shall win! We shall win!" was quite withered, his bright eyes
somewhat broadening his position and
paused to absorb the phenomenon. about thirty-flve, who apparently had rade picked up the rifle and fairly
attitude---by beconeng somewhat leas
he said without. even the physical dern- twinkling out of an area of moth
half-childish
over
Then
strolled
from
his
a
near
by
aeroplane
mind. Prompted
thrust It Into his hands.
the leader of a partisan organization
Onatration of a gesture and in a hard, patches and he wore a frayed uniform
station
a
random
to
by
look
recollection,
at the regiment From
flitted to an"Come on. Bert, and knead dough and somewhat more the representative
even voice which was like that of the coat with a moiled -on the breast
"Is this the e3dr he quavered to other subject which set him to gig- his shoulder hung the gold cords of with the rest of us!" he whispered of all voters who cherish the wider and
Machinery of modern war itself, a
gling. "And the little crawlere--did the staff. It was Col. Arthur Lanstron, "Come on! Cheer up!" Evidently his
nee to thought of governmental active.
voice which the aristocratic sniff, the the nearest soldier.
"It certainly is!" some one answered. they bother you much, the little crawl- whose plane had te !mmed the Gel- "comrades liked Stransky
tiee, duties and responsibilities! Mr.
Louis XVI curls, or any or the old galwall
garden
for
lands'
the
"elegy
Stransky,
roared
the
bringing
"Nu!"
Wilson stands for that thought in the
leryellselay heroes would have thought "Come and join us, veteran!"
"The little crawlers!" repeated Tom. bump" ten years ago. There was some. rifle down on the ground with a heave
"Is Tenn- Toni Fragini here!"
Democracy. Could he not, and should
utterly lacking In histrionics suitable
mystified.
more
than
mere
titular
thing
respect
blow.
The answer came from a big soldier,
he not, welcome the Progressives as a
lia remained rigid
to the oc,etsion
"Yee. Everybody used to get 'em In this -way the young captain saluted
MO BE CONT1NI-ED
grbat body of voters available to supafter he had spoken, handsome, self- who sprang to his feet and leaped tojust front living close together. Had --admiration and the diffident, boyish
ward the old man.
port policies on which he and they are
possessee
recognition
glance
which
does
of
to
not
out
comb
and
'em
pick
of
'ern
out
grandfather.
as
I
live!"
he "It's
so largely in agreement!
There was no use of beating femiAPPETITE
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HIS
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presume
to
take
the
leal
in
clothes.
recalling
The
chase
your
we
used
to
the veteran on both
nine fists against such • stone wail. called out, kissing
- a slight acquaintance with • man of
in town, and call it"
President's Word of Promise.
The :,.rce of the male was supreme. cheeks. "I saw sister
Lover of Mince Pie Had Decided Ob
-No, grandfather, crawlers have distinction.
the
gate
at
we
be
as
you'd
said
she
quivering
strange.
It'has already been preyed that the
She smiled with a
the
Shoring
Delicacy
Section
to
"Dellarnie!
out
of
fashion. And no more oes•
It's all of two years
gone
United States can withstand the
loosening of the lips. She spread out marched by.With Restaurson Cat.
"Didn't wait at no gate! Marched demics of typhoid and dysentery since we met at •Niles Oalland's. isn't
shock of a foreten war far better than
her hands with fingers apart, as if to
it?" Lanstron said, ghettos hands with
right up to you!" said grandfather. either," said Tort.
let something rut: free from them into
rtittl recently Detective Sergeant it can withstand the devastating as"Times have certainly changed!" the captain.
,
Marched up with my uniform and
'
that
appeal
of
flame
the
and
air,
the
Bailey was • lover of mince pie saults of harmful legislation from withTim
grumbled
-Yes,
Grandfather
just
before
Fragint.
we
were
ordered
medal on! Stand off there. Tom, so
bad been in her eyes broke into many
- in our own borders. The firm convicToday it anyone offered him a baker
own
said
Interested
south,"
their
Dellersse.
'
in
reunion,
obviously
they
you My word! You're biglights that seemed to swatter into I can see
turn
ot tion already held and now re-enforced
would
mince
he.
full
ptie
of
be
pleased
no
to
attention
'paid
remembered.
to
had
a
group
of
father, but not higger'n I
by rresident Wilson's etatemeat that
countermarch
space, yet ready to return at her corn' ger'n your
quick
and
do
a
heel
his
"I overheard your speech," Inrstron
was! No, sir, not higgern 1 was in Tom's comrade* nearby, eprawled
aettaults ewse saver Is all that
laof
his
mend. She glanced • at the clock and
had
lb.
Figuratively
he
hes
m y oarbefore -*et wmind sort o' bent around a newspaper containing the continued, nodding toward Stransky,
,.,iaded, business required to make- it
-7
ruse, almost abruptly.
pastry.
old
good
"It was very informing."
over. They say it's the lead in the latest dispatches freer both capitals
At dinner tines-gee day not lont -atain-enward with a rush. -Philade/
"I was very strenuous riding my T110
"Fivemillion soldiers to our three
A crowd of soldiers was sow pre'sblood. I've still got the bullet!"
ex--Public Ledger.
she
Ir.
wasn't
plum.
asainst
hobby
ago Bailey went tato a. tittle restaurant phh.
million!"
Stransky,
mound
and
tug
In
the
front
The old man's trousers were thread"Three
Justice
claimed in • flutter of Alistraction that
pt
the
mar
"Eighty
people
million
to
our fifty rank was Grandfather Fragint.
bare but well darned, and the holes in
Call for Co-Operation.
cup of Java and a 1211e
=ade it easy for him it descend from
"Said our flag was no botteen any hoped eggs, a
the tippers of his shoes were carefully million!"
The way to bring about good times
tb.
told
Me"
mince
he
wedge
ot
14
his own steed "I stated a feeling I
"Itecause of the odda, they think we other flag, did her piped the old man.
lie had • merry air of oppatched
however,
.s clear. it
waiter.
Made. a geese, a threat about your
hich his grandson had In- are bound to yield, no matter if we are "Beat him to a pulp! That's what the
enteral,
istoneecto-'ssoapreyrW,
his
Bailey polished off the eggs ant
'winning and all In the air. That's a
!lessors would have done"
In the right!"
herited.
There. Sy talking good times and
coffee in great shape, and then at
woman'. privilege; one men grant.
them
coniel"
"Let
butcher's
said
don't
the
telling
mind
you
"If
It
in
much
puke
how
longer you
"Well. TOM.
vorhing In that Jirection the United
pie
He had just helot
Isn't it,"
.on. "If we have to go, It will be on a ho, Stransky,
should like to know tacktifi the
got to serve- asked grandfather.
Chen • big black cut that had beet -hetes will have the factors of halcyon
-We enjoy doing tr" he replied, all
blood."
of
Lanstron,
wave
your origin,- said
prepared
"Six months," answered Torn
reroofing on the counter a few feel erosperitit operative wises the wro
orbanIty. ,
"And they will come some time." to be as considerate of an anarchist's
"One, two, three. four,-"" grandfaawoke. stretched. struck at a zloses
away
"Thank you!" she said simply. '1
ther counted the numbers og on his said the judge's son. "They want our private feelings as of anybody's.
vagrant fly with a chubby paw, anc
must be at home In tIme for the chilhis
land"
soulnted
eyes
Stransky
down
the
good.
"That's
You'll
be
In
fingers
-Majority Is Large Enough.
display window
dren's lesson on: Sunday. My sleeper
"We gain nothing If we beat theta bony bridge of his nose and grinned then lesped into' the
My,
erne for the spring ploughing
The Democrats came out as well 111
The window was laden
of the place
is engaged. end if 1 am not to mem the
will
be
War
back.
sardonically.
the
ruts
of
homifilled
out!
Hut,
somehow you have
with delicacies to allure the Stage) the eongreesional elections as they
train I must go Immediately"
"That won't take long," be answered.
how, 1 can't get used to this kind of ness." said the banker's son.
could reasonably expect in an "off
'
passerby.
With an lanitentable shock of regret uniform. Why,,I don't seat how a girl'd
we are prosperous now. Let 'lay father. so far as I could identify
"Yes,
Interview was
The first thing that Tabby made for veer." The Denrocretk• majority in
he realised that the
well enough alone!" said the menufse- him, died In jail and my mother of
"
be attracted to.,,rou naiwitikrani.
was the resettles of the pie that had the Sixty-fourth congress Is quite
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cut for Palley. Kitty's first bit. large enough for efficient
but-that,
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laborer's
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I
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In
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sumo,
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Not as gay
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Mg It's a poor way of raising rout
s
when toe were in the limiters, oh "
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and rushed up to the counter.
"Perhaps, uniees you change the • eye.,
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The Itaileenioaelem of 'protected in.
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sotenuch niore then half pieked.
There Is plenty i d gams here. I.
Entered at th• pustmtliee at Murray. Kentucky, tor traus
such as rabbits, quails and
nilbstun throw"
th• matte as second glass matter.
wolves. All have reasonably
good health. There ate lute of
Kentucky people here, seems
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most like home. We have not
had any winter here yet. but
• a I months in
The Maylleid Messenger is
this country. She has little frost.
self-appointed selector of guber- been a
Papas health has improved
missionary for many
natorial timbes. The past week Years and
has been located at smne. I have two prune dogs.
Hon. Chas. K.. Wheeler was various places.
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HAZEL HIGH an. GRADED SCHOOL Li
Friday, December 18„ closes the first term of the Hazel High and
Graded School. This has been one of the most Successf
a,
a.l acTeio
at rmnsofsinc
we
the organization of the school. 4! ]ht'5,..hool will take
weeks for the holidays, and

WILL REOPEN JANUARY 4, 1915.
The next term promises to be a Record Breaker for the school
in
number of pupils. An Extra Teacher has been employed to assis
t in the
work after Christmas. 11;] Classes in Ho Year high School
and Subninth Grade will be organized at the opening of the next term.
All persons desiring to take the examination for Certificate or
Diploma
should enter the Teachers' Class for better preparation.
The school is
prepared to give you any clasAication you may desire.
The same text
books that are used in tht: turai ahools are used in the grad
es of this school.
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Thc Facu.re'y is Composcd'af,
thq.._Folisnviriti Teachers:
T. R. Jones, Principal.
Harrison Fitch, 2nd Ass;:tant.
Principal.
Miss Ruth itinibow, Ass't
Prin. Miss Mavis Wel., Intermed
iate Dept.
Bradie Denham, Primary Dept.
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Secured in Good Humes fel $10
to $12 per Month.
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GREETINGS oe
ET us not -talk shop" during this season of holiL dav
happiness. I.et us forget everything but the
and

ince
two

Christmas spirit of good cheer and the ioy of the
New Year.
our patrons for all past favors; we wish
W Eyouthank
the merriest kind of a Merry Christmas,
and we hope that the New year will prove a soii
twelve months of I lappiness and Prosperity.
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Suggestions.

Suggest ions we ofTer for
Christmas shoppers. Everyone
of the very highest quality.
P.:arl Handle Pocket Knives
se.th Cases.
Safety Razors $1.00 to $5.00.
Rood! Dollar Watch.
Eastman Kodak $1.00 to $20.
Hand Mirrior.
Ink Stands.
Flash Light*.
Tennis Rackets and balls.
Foot Balls.
Basket Balls.
Bibles and Testaments.
Music Rolls.
Box Stationary $5 00 to 10e.
Violet Dulce Toilet outfits.
Case Pipes.
Box Cigars.
Combs and Brushes.
Fine Package Perfumes.
Correspondence Cards.
Fine Note Cases.
Purses.
Card Cases.
Fine Razors. Guaranteed.
Books for all ages.
Shaving Outfits.
Liggetta Fine Chocolate $5.00
to 40 cents.
Dolls of various sizes and
prices.
It will be to your advantage
to visit our store. before making
your Christmas perehases.
Dale & Stubblefield, The Rexail
Store.

•

11 CHRISTMAS GIFTS
U ST received, a large stock olJewelry
in all the Newest and most Up-to-date
Designs, suitable for persons of all ages.

• The largest and most sanitary
• candy factory in the world is
•
AL and
•
• making Liggetts Chocolate for
•
* you this Christmas.- Dale &
Stubb!etield.
Cme in and price the pictures Your Horse or Mule would like
and take them. J. II. Churchill. to see you coming with a BlankBig stock of Heavy Lap Robes et. -Murray Saddle and Harness
--Murray Saddle and Harne,s Co.
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Do Your Christmas Shopping Early
while you can get first 4ioice of our large
stock of up-to-the-minute Presents for'Par7.
, .
ents, Wives, Sweethearts or Friends.
We have all the Latest Designs on the
market in.. Solid Gold and Gold Filled
Goods, also Diamonds and Cameos in La
Valliers, Rings, etc.
PRICES REASONABLE - QUALITY GUARANTEED
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shall be doubled
You thought you than to raise
•
a window of his foe's
were cunning, but in several places
I house
hi= alswite4
..,..ed--trpoffirfeiisund the mark of that club foot of
return kill him at his own threshold
1 Sours white you were making off with '
and, leaving the weapon behind him.
my good pork. Now what have you to
flee. Joe was known to never
carry a
say?'
weapon, and the leaving of this tire- Nothing, except that I nia not steal ,arm behind
, together with the forcible
As a bear strikes, so did the heavy entry of
the place. would throw the
arm of the invader shoot out. the
hand 1 crime upon mysterious tramps or bur
gripping the thin shoulder like a trap. glans As
darkness fell he prowled
"I warned you if you lied your pun- forth, assure
d himself that Harding
ishment should be doubled
Has not had gone, then, prying open the sin
the good Lord commanded Thou shalt dow,
entered and at waiting by the
not steal?' Thank your stars that you , low
burning lamp until the souad of did not live in those days. for you distant
wheels reached his ears He
would have been stoned to death.
••••••
.06
had not loaded his weapon yet, having
•
View of Scarborough. cn the
Rather, bless your luck that you have 1 reason
east coast of England, which.
ed that should he be caught betogether with S\ :
bombarded by the German -aiding
fallen into the hands of a compassioa- fore
U' as
squadron of cruisers.
the act with an unloaded gun he
ate man." With a hiss the lash fell would
be deemed guilty of a far less
I
•
and a shuddering scream burst from offense
than should it be loaded
But
the lips of the cringing one. But from now
the time had come.
:shen on no sound escaped item until,
From his pocket he drew some powat last roles/Pit from the iron grip.
Joe l der an•I poured it into the yawning
fell limply upon the frozen
ground. muzzle, laying the bullet upon
the ta.
Sternly gazing down upon his victim
ble. Next, he must have some paper
for a moment. Harding
tuYned away wadding for both pbwder
and ball, and'
"It was the just punishment of
a a book lay close at hand
Without
rogue by a just man," he muttered
to; looking at its cover he tore forth
his conscience,
a
handful of leaves and, selecting one,
From a shapeless, writhing heap the laid the others
aside
as
he raised, the
fallen one arose, his small eye's glint- first piece
preparatory to crumpling it
mg with the deadly glare of a prodded up and
ramming it home upon the
serpent. ''Whip me. you black devil— pow def.
As he did so the words upon
usurer—you forecloser of., widow's the leaf caught
his eye, and slowly hr
mortgagee— you dodger of taxes—you 1 read:
—you—" The voice rose to an mar- I "Thou
shalt not kill."
ticulate scream of rage. "By the
EterHis hand,. trembled and his face
nal, I'll kill you for that—yes, murder
grew gray Then in the night
without
You in cold blood." Then the first
he beard the beat of hoofs before
11111111111111 In ass•
the
Street scene In Naco, the- Arizon
barn, eousied with the loud comm
a town on the Mexican border to
and cause ahella
which America: trooll
srom
the
warring Mexicans have collie
os
et:e70:7sent be
to "whoa," and with a gasp be clutched
across the line and killed and
and soldiers.
wounded a number of citisens
' another sheet. Before his eyes swam
the words:
"Likewise I say unto you, there is
joy in the presence of the angels of
MAKING A DEEP TRENCH
God o'er one sinner that repenteth."
-Slowly the gun slipped from his,
ban.'. his form relaxed and he sank
Into a enair, his head falling upon the

•

Is anti 1;erniiin It

Ing like hot cal
honest; by the I
thought f%het
the. treasured s i •
" the nation ehic
and pirtitre.

HS HARDING was not
a mild man, neither was
he inclined to be superstitious As a rule he
4 had small belief in
signs, presentiments or
- hunches, but •just now
all this was different. For he had
seen certain signs_ that one of his
&Islets had been stolen. had a presentiment that a certain unworthy
known as "Shiftless Joe" had done the
foul deed, and possessed a hunch that
he was about to horsewhip Joe until
he outsquealed any pig critter tbstt,
was ever lifted over a fence on a
moonless night. So. being a man of
deeds as well as thoughts, he took
down his trusty bull wbip and started
awampward towards the abode of his
victim to he.
Now Shiftless Joe was not reckoned
among the sea of John Harding's corn-Iliturilty. and when one is told that
there were but 400 people in that dietrirt he will understand that the state=vent has a well-defined meaning. Ile
lived alone at the edge of the
big
swamp. fishing in summer when It
was not too hot: trapping in winter
when it was not too cold: sleeping and
loafing the year around, he was avoided by the entire hard-working, hard
Harding..
"b
ri
)
%s minutes later
")ohn
praying settlement
"isJis,,,
fresh from unbarneseing his team..
It was a long tramp from :he home
141,4 . throwing open the door. started back
of !larding to the miserable cabin of
In* fear ant amazement Then softly
the trapper. and by the time the for.
he approirrhed the man wboases now
;
mer, had asrived there his righteous
A.huiderlaz as he had beneath the
'
wrath against the slothful sinful be.
ship. laid the gun aside and eazed
at
hag whom he.sought was grim and on
the mutilated Bible
Upon the floor
relenting "My house Is the house of
he saw the dropped pages, gathered
prayer. but ye have made it a den of
them lip, real them, then slowly unthieves,- he quoted sternly Then he
- derstooil.
,
raised his fist and smote upon the
For' the second time that day
Hard.
wretched door such a blow as Moses
theft-hand fell upon the shoulder of
of old might has's, struck when he spilt
Ithe other, but this time it was with
„
•
the rock and bade the waters gush
parent's gentleness
forth. From within • squeaks, rat
• 'Brother sinner." he whispered busk
like voice bade him enter. and through
. 1171.
the narrow doorway he crowded
Ile glanced around the cluttered
The New Year Presents
place From one corner a thin, weaselThe French selrennes," both
in
line figure arose and stood cringing
name and In date, preserve historical
before the mighty one, fear thickly
"I'll Kill You for That. Yes."
continuity with a clearness that,
our
spreading his face as he noted the
Christmas box has lost. Accordr
ait to
wild outburst of passion plisiteri and
formidable whip tightly clutched
the ae.lent Roman legend the-,"atom
in
the .rally formidable liand. "Good Into the red iosss a loonofloping went
back to the rape of the Stamm.%
morning. ,lir Harding rapes Sees. crept. the_seuntinhg that outwitted or, rather,
to the reconciliation of the
wary wild beasts and took them in his
Tear." he Field. faeningls.
•
two peoples aTtersarel, when Romulu
s
. it .111 a bad morning for Soo end -P ..states
cut green branches from a tree of
ito• passed rapidly thomg the
he going In be an unhappy
h
brush the giwitiess Strenua and presen
beginning until he mune
ted
to a hollow Jog; from tInin to. Tatius.
of the New par," he retorted., "Steal
Thereafter nnmans
which he drew an ancient gun whi,
me shoat. efil you!' ,The smalle
each
gave
h
other
branehes for,luck. Jan.
r MID he
had %Mien and hidden there years
thr•w up big bandit with a protest
ttarY 1. : together with figs, date*,
ing
gescure as quick denlei leaped to his heftier. None knew 'bailie possi seed hones and 'a Man coinOwe
deep trenchee on, the.
;snob lurk
lips
'riring' line, In Bombers* France The
But Harding &Minced. him with it, and he chuckled at his own can- gifts being. termed "ittrenne
Eve&
fling
as
he
plotted
tie
°antra
details. 'Ile emperor* were powerless.
roar
have coastruete4. hundreila ol„
to.sput down
nee). that Harillitg's family was
ntiles of ditches like this.
sway a culotim lihat In time became burden-Doe't aid lying to your thievery, andthat John would attend church
601111. told the church similarly failed
You sheep-killing cur. One false word that
night and retern home alone after ato
drivesi
From ,gout. lips and your punishment aorTlets
behind the !Irina
Ite ut You' e rlaht. but distil stop
suanial:s
a. Nothing would be aselor
Areetae this intores
sthro,snipb.4 •
practlegy
tiuw-AlitteelMisodiFires' tit • s.
•
()Misers of this French
•
nese
advice before ,p'1 It
senera
l
'lad are IriNirtjaattaS
ettsoaeetssasesrelag the streng
*needs- er you eitll nester 1,1t111ft
a
th and
of Lbw katser's forges,Oat'
1'2111 hairnet
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PROBABLY COULD DO WORK COSTLY METHOD OF REVENGE MODERN LtVING COMES HIGH!

—mild,delightful Turi
kish-Blend. Th
choicest of leaf—a
"One of the resenna foe thr cost of
living." ebeerv es a else clubman ways a
pure an
"Iles in the faet that people buy
—•
wholly unneerastary things I had a wholesome smoke
converestion with the proprietor of a I always satisfactory.
novelty shop In Fifth avenue • few

Soldier's Ocsupation In Civil Life
Certainly Should Have Fitted
Him for the Job.

Thinks Thera Are Toe
•minded Ase Oh
Procedure in Europa
'.
Many "Necessities" in Demand
drew Carnegie of a Somewhat
at the Present Time.
Humorous Incident.

Real ear ctimiltiona noteetittise mire
rude attecks tu,
prOfVlad011111 moldier
trained tit wenn in the well ordered
days of peace. lien. is a cane in point
A Prusmian lantleviir company was
being !twittered hiuI nerviest and there
Calwere many things o be done.
•tjalla111111I, rifted, were to be
distributed, rolls prepared, reports
made out, and quart Settles ter's lists
rheeketi up The captain had his hand.
full
Ile ordered hie (Ind tiergeatit
to lind it noncom, alio could write
The first
neatly and figure a little
to the emergency
sergeant Was
Corporal Kamitiernistyer was prompt'
ly numnioned and crisply detailed for
The (empirei
duty as company clerk
reported to the replete who looked
him over ale. a mixture of wonder
and distrust.
n figure, corporal,- he
ti.o

Andrew catitegle, in a recant inter.
NOW York
said ICI
1,111W .4111
reporter.
"A lad twenty killed a man and
woman in Sarajevo All Europe is now
fighting to eventot this wrong Eng.
land alone In •pentling 1135,000 a minute, accordius to Sidney Webb, on gunpowder
"Well, this is such an expensive way
to avenge u wrong that it reminds me
of the man at the banquet.
"A man entered the cloakritotn, at
the end of a banquet, anti began to
animal in silk hat after silk hat
'Hold on. buss! What to' yo: smashin' all dem high hats?' demanded the
attendant.
"'I'm looking for my own," the gentleman answered 'It's an opera hat—
collapelble, you know. None of these
neem to be It.'"

A..

"HANSI," ALSATIAN ARTIST

Fatima Cigarette

"

'shiny object had attractdays ago
ed my attretton, and inquired about
Its use.
Nut lung ago a mild sensation wits
'"These,' said the proprietor, 'are
created alive John Waltz, an Alsatian
gilded pincers tu pick up letters one
artist and a riter, %Well( known under
has placed on the letter scales
the paeuthito in of "Ilanal," •la COR•
"'And that ivory stick, carved and
(lemmal by the German authorities to
Corked at the end?'
yvat's impristinment on accleint of
"'People use that to fish out things
a Mail( for children which he had
they have dropped Into carafe*
a ritten and Illustrated in this book,
"'That square of moeucco, about
which ass called "Mon Village," he
the size of a nut--what is that fur?
(Pelt in a hurneroun and satirical vein
"'That's a tampon used to press
eith lit, in his native village, and
down stanow Lifter sticking tbetn on
ti aas 13%101 NMI a Ph pen and penenveloped'
cil it, trill ism of the German toasters
"'That ornamental box atilt a *hole
of Alsace I erraine and priests of the
battery of little btlethes"
Foie h. Its rulers of yesterday.
"'Those tyre to clean other brushes;
Starting the Day Wrong.
Since then "'lanai" has produced
"A little, sir, at your servIce."
tare of the brushes to (leen heir brushy's, brushes
the
as
on
gloom
l'heje
antiltit r veirk, vehicle ingether a Ph it.
The (Neilsen still looked dubitrint
tooth bruishes' ' Nev. York
to
farmer.
pretlecteutor. has become so enormous.
-ieliat iii :our trade in çis ii life,
ly popular in France since the out,
"Whale the matter. Eillith?" aeken F.)0111111( Poet
anyway e• he said.
break of ear Molted Germany that
his nearest neighber 'Flitelacke given
"I 1110 pria4111413r of mathematic's,
Wouldn't Stand for It.
nut toVrf 1,1 nut house?"
copies; art. scarcely to be obtained.
captain." was the reply..
ttlie wiue a determined look as she
"You
"Worstett that," ash! Elijah
This. "The leatory or Alsace for Lite
know, 't ween't apple year, and ale, entered the drug store.
tie Children, Told by Their Uncle
Walking Graveyards.
'(Amok here, young man, if a tall
a e can't have any more apple
says
flame." gIVI,K 111.110 AIM:Man!, R survey
Sento of the Indian 'princes have pie for breakfast."
man with a ft d mustache curate arid '
of the stele of their native land that
dollars epiece
Is 1001 liefulon in every line And at lie this book Mei "Mon Village" are aell• given over two million
•''Can't yeti make out if you have asks you for a prescription you're not
ear. Beside 'Kuehl
y on Rosh Faistaff.
to let him have it."
ing Ilk., hot cakes in France and deubtless being smuggled into Alsatian to Britain for the
apple pie noon and nigher
bualteves
London
Yartnouth has • claim upon 611 En.
I
"Really, madam. 1—"
hidnio by the hundred, there to be seamied a it ii delight nevelt with the gifts, the gifts or
"I l'sit, because I've got to." said
small.
"No, you mustn't let him have it lishuten quite independeutly of its est
thought of what may
if "the men from across the !thine" get a Ind of millionaires. seem
leUeali, "but. I tell you, it upsets me,
fact," said James Dome:teen an starting the day wrong like that."
111..8 tome here for gociations with the breakfast bloat
on any account
thcitreasurcd %ninnies. -Hanoi" IBmattlf Is fighting in the Frencli ante against
feet, the gifts of the
a month, and says he wants some- remarks a writer lit St Nicholas.
iho nation which he ham so consistently and. humorously criticized in woke interview, "in
He's it was the home of Shakespeare's=
nIzazu at -Hyderabad and the maharathing to improve his appetite
Failures as Stepping Stones.
and ptc+irre.
jah of Mysore and the gaekwar of haJohn Watiamaker, in a recent ad- boarding at my establishment, young staff, who appears to have boos a
rode glee our English Merchant dress in Philadelphia, urged his audi- man."
of exemplary piety. The Fisleitelli•
princes, who owe England so Much ence to persevere.
And with a muttered threat the were an old Yarmouth fandlY.
more, a look of avarice; and you
"A Fait tolfe or Falstaff,"
"Every succeenful man," he said, landlady passed from the shop leave
know the definition of avarice.
"has probably had more failures, far ing the druggist's assistant pale and John Richard Green, "was
"Avarice, like a graveyard, takes in more failures, than the nonentity has trembling.
Yarmouth in 1281. Another Is at
Remitor Reed Smoot. in conseall it can get, and never gives any- hnd.
the first of its representatives in
quence uf his Mormon training. WWII
es
Distorted Vegetarianism.
thing back."
liament. and from that the mem
"Success, after all, is nothing more
no stimulants-- no tobaeco, alcohol.
"So long as you find the cost of liv- of that family filled the highest
than failure with a new coat of paint."
coffee or tea. No one who has ever
ing high," said the friendly adviser, nIcipal offices. John Faistolfe. a
At' the First Signs
undertaken to go through life without
"a by don't you and your husband be- of considerable act-aunt In the k to
It
ura.
Cutli
get
hair
Objects.
Worthy
Seeking
falling
Of
the use of (-riffle. or tea has any idea
vegetarians?"
purchased lands at the close ..sif
"Dodaworth tells me that he is a come
works wonders. Touch spots of danof the petty annoyances that such ab"What do you mean?" asked the fourteenth century in Calstor, and
druff and it( hIng with Cuticura oint- practical philanthropist."
stinence entails. A. man run quit
looking woman.
came the father of Sir John Feist°
ment, and follow next morniug with a
"That's just what he is. liefore of- worried
drinking malt, vinous, or spirituous
"Why, eat onty vegetable' prod- who, after a distinguished military ear
hot shampoo of Cuticura Soap. This fering a dime to a beggar Dotbsworth
liquors, and his friends merely re.
ucts."
reer, was luckless enough to give MA
.at once arrests falling hair anti pro- asks him so many disagreeable quesmark: "On the wisettre uhr and let
-couldn't think of it. What I'm try- name to Shakespeare's far:oun chalet
es
to
glad
is
sample
devil
free
poor
the
For
that
growth.
hair
he
tions
Moles
why
it go at that. They don't ask
to
John
persuade
to
Is
in' to do now
acter. In Yarmouth, however, he ti
each With 22-p. Skin Book, address cape a ithout the dime." -cpet. ann usually do not insist on his
take to beefsteak and quit tryiq' to better known as a benefactor to
poet card. Cutieura, Dept. X. Boston.
nd tobacco."
of war
=00_ church of St. Nicholas.
Sold every where.—Adv.
the prevailitig notion to the ctintrary.
So many of our busy burghers are
Anybody Wtic,i a that a hen a man
Why Thomas Concurred.
standing in front of the war maps,
For sore feet rub on Hanford's HOSPoo!. Burglar.
quits drinking he does 80 because he
Whack, whack, whack! Tommy was sam. Adv.
arguing 'and declaiming, that dozens
house
about
my
into
got
burglar
"A
the'
all
natural
take
ash
to
does not
of safes and pianos are being hosted undergoing a jaainful punishment at
three velock (hp morning when I was
finish off his insides and die ahead of
into high buildings with almoit no- the hands of his loving mother for
Suited Either Way,
said
club,"
from
the
home
way
on my
schedule, or have a befuddled brain.
eating the jam.
body to observe the phenomenon.
Miss Lucy Price, Cleveland's
Jones.
such as oue can Nee on the charts in
when
"Tommy,- she said -seriously,
And on Broadway a man repaired a
.ng antisuffrage speaker, tells of
"Did he get anything?" asked
any doctor's office.
tire to a gallery of four boys.—New she was forced to pause, "this hurts funny incident which happened in N
Brown.
But with • man who does not
me far more than it does you"
Tribune,
England while she was cam
"I should say he did get something," York
drink coffee or tea it is different.
And when Tommy was alone with there
She was walking eowa
in
is
devil
pour
"The
Jones.
replied
why.
know
to
Everybody desires
his brother he produced a square street after having made what
Upsetting His Theory.
makes
coffee
that
you
it
thought
find
was
wife
My
"Do
hospital.
ask:
the
people
Wherever Smoot goes to dine
"The heavy explosions of a battle board he had concealed, and thought- thought was a particularly eff
you ever try me."—Cincinnatl Enquirer.
You nervous?" "Don't you drink it for breakfast even!" "Did
always cause rain. It rained after Wa- fully murmureu:
And,
awake"
talk against suffrage when a wo
you
keep
it
"Does
that Battle Creek substitute for coffee!"
"I thought all along that hit of wood stopped her.
terloo; it rained after Fontenoy; it
Cause Removed.
oh. a great many more.
wouldn't do her any good!"
after Marathon."
a cup of
"Miss Price," she said, -1 Want
"Did you notice how few Sunday rained
Of late years, in order to avoid a scene, Smoot usually takes
"But Marathon was fought with
tell you how much I liked your ape
But Gila avails him school picnics there were this seeit.
drink
not
does
but
him,
to
otTerfel
Is
it
when
coffee
spears and arrows, my dear."
It was one of the best I ever beard."
son?"
.little. Sooner or later his hostess inquires:
"There you go. Always throwing Will cure your Rheumatism and all
sugar!"
and
cream
"I am so glad you are with us."
get
you
"
way
"Did
a
in
did
or.
"I
strong?"
too
coffee
"Do you find your
cold water on anything I have to say." kinds of aches and pains—Neuralgia, sponded Miss Price. "and I hope yeaS
way?"
a
in
"How
questions
begin.
the
Then the truth leaks out'and
Cramps, Colk, Sprains, Bruises, Cuts, will come to our other antisliffragip
"I did remark how little rain we
Inconsistent.
Old Sores, Burns, etc. Antiseptic meetings."
had."
"The English are queer people."
"Oh," exclaimed the astot.tsA
Anodyne. Price 25c.—Adv,
"You think 'so?"
woman,"I thought that was a mete
Conscientious.
"Yes. In timy of peace they treated
The Peeling Kind.
meeting you spoke at"
"He's one of the most conscientious
Tommy Atkins with contempt and
'Mamma,' said a little boy, "the
Everyone in Kansas. and particu- men I know."
made him sore, and now in time of place where r got stung last Sunday
"So?"
The Best Liniment.
larly in the Seventh congressional
ilwar they treateaim with so much good down at Uncle Jim's Is all peeling
a
me
S4;3
always
former
a
'Give
He
"Yes.
about
on icy walksespraine
district, is talking
falls
For
liquor that they make him drunk."
Columbia and Mexico. Mo., boy. Jouett match, please,' instemi of 'Lend me a
bruisea, rub on and rub in /lento
Brother Bruce took a look at the Balsam Ot Myrrh. Apply this linlmex4
Shouse. Ile moved to Kinaley. Ed- match,'"—Detroit Free Press,
Important to Mothers
Injury.
wards coupty, from his former home
:thoronghle and relief should quick*bottle
every
of
Examine carefully
-That's so." he grinned, "I guess follow. Adv.
A Woman's Way.
in Lexington, Ky.. on November 18,
CASTORIA,a safe and sure remedy fbr
huska
"Your doom is sealed," cried the infants and children, and see that it you must have been stung by
1911, and on November 2, 1914, was
ing bee."
His Only Possession.
teepee, to represent the largest con- villain.
Bears the
"Ha!" laughed the heroine defiantly.
' Al Rogers was traveling through
gressional district of the Union.
of
Signature
War Styles.
lonely section in the suburbs of
Shouse is the son of the late Rev. "I guess I can steam it open.In Use For Over 30 Years.
-"Have you heard anything about ton one night, a short while ago, w
John S Shouse. one of the most widely
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria the fall fashions as yet?"
Marble to Retain.
ton one night, a short while ago, w
known and beloved ministers of
"Not as to how the gowns will be he was startled by hearing this
Knlicker —Jones has a remarkable
the Christian church. During the peDrummer's Work.
made. I suppose the girls are bound one appeal'
riod from 1892, to 189s, Mr. Shouse memory
"Are these moving pictures of the to wear cartridge belts, of course."
"Will the kind gentleman please
!locker- -Wonderful; he remembers
had charges in Columbia and Mexico.
help a poor unfortunate man? I-His son Jouett wee a student at the a winter that wasn't Just like this. ' war authentic?"
"Of course. All but the rumble of
Had Debts of His Own.
At this point Al felt to locate bille
Cniversity of Missouri. In 1911,
artillery. That's imitated by the
Nodd—liere's a list of kuropean watch. The other continued.
The Test.
through Shouse's efforts, the delegates
drummer."
war debts Don't they stagger you!!
-1 have nothin' in the world but Hs*
"Is he a good lawyer?"
to the state convention from the SevTedd—Well, they might, old man; 'loaded revolver."
"I should say he is. He's acquitted
enth went to Topeka a ith instructlene
Start the year by getting Hanford's but I've just been looking over my
for Champ Clark. The state conven- some of our most notorious crime
A.
The View. •
Balsam. You will find frequent use monthly aellounts.—Life
tion instructed Tor Champ Clark. And toils "
-There is a story in that facer'
for it. Adv.
Kansas est+ enteof the first states to
"You must be seeing it out of thlgt
--eb.see a ehiri at the Clark boom.
Quite Safe.
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'
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Mice before has that digHenryr
in resulted in his election to congress. telly
of Chills & Fever, ('old., & LaGrippe• dancer in the room.
That'S Easy.
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"lie ens after my setae)"
sent a n.n Republiean te ‘Vashineton
it acts on the liver better than CaloShe—Hush. you forget yourself.
-Who was the first lightning calag.
gracibus!"
-Goodness
mel and does not gripe or sicken.
"Don't be frightened. Cle'seonly a taint'?"
Prim 25c—Adv.
"Ben Franklin arid his kite' •
Quite So.
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all
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speech:
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Old
this
Quite
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Remedy for the prompt relief
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'I have It on the word of the
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TOBACCO

FOR ATTORNEY
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rue.
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_
the railroad tracks toward Elva, judgement of thoasfamiliar.with
Ten nelsons why: the ruloptine of the lo-se floor saes by the
hut there I met my uncle.
my we'k.
ilanter's Protective Aesoeiation at Muytiel I will be of much ben*.
Ham Powell, a huckster, who' The duties of all public Oficials fit to the tobacco growers of Graves and surrounding counties,
'M coming to Paducah. I rode: are sac. ed, but I consider the dute
First.- It will give them al opportunity of having their riffto Paducah with Powell, art iv- 'roof this officepeculiarly so, and ferent types of tobacco(demi seperately, and by so doing get the
ling there about 4 o'clock. Thurs.- the man entrusted with such a benefit of the highest market price on each grade.
! day afternoon I ate a small position should be a man of the
Second. -It gives them not only an opportunity of all the hicld
lunch and slept a short while. I highest moral character, strict buyers, but an opportunity of getting their tobacco before out of
then went to the Union Station Integrity, and the highest con. town buyers who will be here each sale day.
where I boarded a train to Cai- crption of fairness and justice.
Third.--Each owner will be notified the day his tobacco will
ro. It was not my intention to It is not only his duty to see be offered, and he is expected to be present arid either accept or
avoid the law, but I don't hardly that the guilty are punished, reject the highest bid.
PRESENTS for the Baby, presents for Grandma and
know why I left."
but that the innocent are proFourth, Arrangements have been made by whffh 110 per cent
Grandpa, presents for the Children,[presents for the ParSlaughter admitted that he tected. I heartily endorse the will be advanced when the tobacco is delivered to the loose floor.
ents- -Practical Presents. Presents to make the home more
was !igen in his accounts, but above sentiment, and promise
Fifth—The old established organization is behind the movebeautiful, presents to play with, presents to eat-all of the
said he did not think it amount- that in the event this sacred reent in in advisory way as to sales or in other wily they can be
various kinds of gifts. We have the Biggest, Beet and
ed to $555.00. He said he in- trust is reposed in me I shall let of assistance to the farmer. Every man connected with the work
Most tempting priced display ever shown in this town.
tended to pay the shortage.
it be my guiding star in the per- will be under bond to faithfully comply with his contract.
formence of of my duties.
Sixth. It does not only give the growers the very best opporBenton, Ky., Dee. 19. - A
1 have ever affiliated with the tupity to take advantage of the highest prevailing market price,
Chrilmas Things from Literally all the World
ter to Mrs. George Slaughter,: Democratic party and for the but it gives him an opportunity if he sees proper to reject his
marked on the envelope "From past twenty years or more I tebacco and have it placed in the hogshead and sold throti
the
Nave Been Gathered Here for You.
E. It. Jones, Cairo, III., gaveths have taken an active part in all regular channel.
authorities their first clue as to political contests, both National,
Seventh. if the tobacco should be rejected and placed in the
This Great Christmas Exposition awaits you the
exact location of George State and County, for Democrat- hhd. there will be no charge for having it offered on the loose
NOW. Be sure to see it before the eager crowds of Slaughter, who disappeared im- ic rule and supremacy, which floor or for moving it to the prize house. The charges will then
mediately after the burning of means the rule of the people and be the same as it has always been in the old organization.
Holiday shoppers draw on it for their needs.
the court house. His hand writ- not the classes. I do not beEighth. The charges for the loose floor sales to the farmer
ing was recognized. Telegrams lieve that any fair minded Indi- will be only 10 cents per hundred and 26 per cent commission on
COME, We Have the Goods at the Right Prices.
were sent throughout the south. vidual who is at all conversant the amount of the sale. This being the same charges as all the
went to prevent his escape.
with my political (weer will twee floors over the district.
The letter was sent from the question this declaration.
Ninth.- Some of the largest buying interests have encouraged
Colonial Hotel, at Cairo. hut the
For, the past thirty six years, the adoption of the loose floor us it enables them to buy exactly
mark on the outside, "from E. with the exception of six years the grades they want, which they are unable to do when buying at
R. Jones," gave the clue, as of that period, this office has the barn door or on the streets.
Jones is a relative of Slaughter's been tilled by citizens of Trigg
5, 10 and 25 Cent Variety Store.
Tenth. LAM but not least, it is to the interest of every farm•
wife.
county, the past twelve years by er whether he sells his tobacco through the organization in any
Reuben II. Slaughter, father of the incumbent who is a citizen form or not, to have his tobacco properly ordered and classed.
the circuit court clerk. ttiie mor- of said county, and for this reaThe farmer should bear in mind what the organization hos
bitt Clark Thursday of last week ning made good the shortage of son, as well as many others, I
done for its members as well as the enes on the outside, and with
:in the latter'e store at Pryers- his son, in regards to the circuit feel that I can ask for the posithe inducement they now offer (leaving control of the eibucco en; burg, Graves county.. Clark in court funds, amounting to $555. tion without apology, coming as
tirely with the owner and giving him a better opportunity of the
company with another young The money was paid over to C. I do from the largest county in
highest loose market priee) there is no reason why each farmer
Freely Given by a Murray Citizen !man by the name ot Eldred KraB. Cox, trustee of the jury fund. the district, and where much of should not appreciate the situation to such an extent that
they
When one has suffered tortures Per entered Mr. Allbritten'sj Slaughter gave a mortgage on my time would be required in would give it his support and
influence. It takes care of the men
!store
night
at
and
found
him
from a bad back and found re, his home for the money with the performance of the duties who say they must have all their money when the tobacco
is dee
lief from the aches and pains,'alone. At the point of a pistol' which to square his son's ac. of the office I seek.
also
care
takes
it
of
and
livered
the
clues
who
desire
their
to
have
trum
that person's advice isof untold ; they demanded that Allbritter_th4
'counts.
This act saves the boy
It is my desire and purpose to tobacco prized.
feientie-aiki—tieighbersenoPeneaniseeter —nes grifuest
al
prosecution under an ern- meet personally every Democrat
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL OR WRITE
The following neighborly advice matter with the robbers until an'bezzlernent charge, as he was .in the district between now and
iopportunity
Presented
when --he i not required to turn the money the date of the primary, and I
comes from a Murray resident.
W. R. Broach, ex-county as.lseized Clark who had the pistol, in until the final adjournment of trust that my aspirations herein'
season Murray, Ky., says: "'land in the scuffle Allbritten and'circuit court. Any prosecution made known will receive at the
still use Doan's Kidney Pills Clark fe:1 to the floor. the latter now will have to be. under the hands of the Democratic voters Fire Insurance company. Wright the past nine years. having been '
once in a while and find that gained possession of the weapon charge of arson, for the setting of the district fair, just and ser— was suing to collect the insur- employed at the following wholethey do me a great deal of good. and fired a shoe throggle Clark's fire to the court isijuse, if he is ious consideration, and no one ance on a tobacco barn, owned ,sale groceries: J. K. Exall
by-him, whielehurned in 1912. ; Co., J. R. Smith & Son, and the
I have had attacks of kidney heart. Clark. arose and went indicted.
Will be more appreciative of
Attorneys M. B. Holifield auvl Turk Guedry Co.
trouble occasionally and have al. out of the store where he fell
He was a
support than myself.
Gardner, for the defend- member of the Elks Lodge.
Bunk
ways taken Doan's Kidney Pills. dead. A second scuffle followed
• Respectfully,
Benton, Ky., Dec. 21. --With
ants, attempted to show that the; The deceased is survived by
They have never failed to help with Kraper who gained possesB. ALLENSWORTIL
JAMES
barn was set on fire -for the pur- his mother, Mrs. W. I. Foster,
me. Others have also told me ion of the weapon but instead of the reconvening of. .the grand
jury,
by
Judge
William
Reed,
pose
of collecting the insurance. of this city, and two brother,.
attackin
g klIbritten made hts
what great good they have had
. ••
Jones,
Tom
.were
in
Paducah
to
comes
the
poesibility
that
the
the plaintiff, represented Fred l.'oster, of this city, and
while
escape,
going
to
Mayfield
from this remedy."
where
Price 50e at all dealers. Don't he was later arrested and is now charges against Geovge Slaugh- meet Slaughter when he arrived i by Attorneys W. J. Webb, E. .1.: Ed Foster, of Los Ange'es, Cal.
simply ask for a kidney remedy in jail awaiting the action of ter. former circuit court clerk, there from Cairo. The loyalty Robbins, Gus Thomas, J. D. Via' The funeral was held sesterregarding the burning of the of the wife to the husband was -anti Pete Seay, convince,' the
-get Doan's Kidney Pills—the the grand jury.
known and the respect and sym- jury that such was not the base. day afternoon at 2 o'clock from
same that Mr. Broach had. Mr.-Allbritten was complete- Marshall county court house
the residence, with the Rev: W.
- Milburn Co., Props., In exonerated by a coroner's ju. Wednesday night, may be in. pathy for him is thought to have The case had been up all week.; A. Fite Officiating. Interment,
helped allay the feeling against Arguments in the case /were!
ry. The young robbers were vestigated immediately.
Buffalo, N. Y.
in charge of the Elks lodge, was
husband.
the
The
grand jury today started
well known boys of Metropolis,
started Friday afterneori late, in Oak grove cemetery.- PaduSlaughter. accompanied by!and cone: eled at 2 o'clock this;
s.
Notice.
He and come from well respect- in on the work of clearing up all
Sheriff Hardy McGregor afternoon, the case going to thel, cah News-Democrat.
Deputy
business
old
and
the
restoration
ed families. Clark, the boy kil,
of the records destroyed in the and Bud Darnall, arrived in this jury,. The verdict was returned
In the Matter of liquidation led, was in Murray a few day,
John Foster was a resident of .
and should this work be city Sunday morning at S o'clockl abotit6:30 o'clock.
fire,
before
the
killing
and called to
this
city for many years and -se of the Bank of Hazel, at Hazel, see Toy Lassiter, the meat
Cairo.
from
party
In
the
also
mar- completed within two days,
Kentucky.
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy— , conducted a restaurant business s.
Commonwealth's
were
Attorney
charges
against
Slaughter will
The Mother's Favorite.
All persons having accounts ket owner, and who knew both
here. He has many friends in ,
John G. Lovett and County Atbesiloaoukgehdteinto.
i
ev
m.
young
-.n
while
he
was
a
resiwith, or claims against said
"I give Chamberlain's Cough . Murray who will regret to learn
E.
torney
L.
Cooper.
Slaughter
a•i
brought
back
Bank, or Check accounts, or cer- dent of Metropolis.
.
George Slaughter did not. ap- Remedy to my children when of his death. _ee l:
to this city Sunday night:* from
tificate of deposit, will call at
coughs,"
I
or
colds
have
they
nervous
to
pear
be
or worried
Notice.
Cairo, Ill., where he was arrestSick Ifeelfache.
the office of Coleman & Wells,
ed Sunday morning, and releas- about his arrest. Rather did he writes Mrs. Verne Shaffer, Vanand prove claim as soon as posIn the matter of liquidation of ed when his father, aided by• appear to take the matter in a derglift, Pa. It always helps Sick headache is nearly always
sib e, as all, claims must be
the
Citizens Bank of Murray, some friends, made a $2,500 bail dull unfeeling way, taking prac- them arid is far superior to any caused by disorders of the stomproved on "or before February
for him. He has handed in his tically no interest in his sur- other cough medicine I haveI ach. Correct them amithe perSkh, 1915. In open or checking Kentucky.
roundings, or the arrangements used. I advifie anyone in need iodic attacks of sick headache
All persons having accounts resignation as circuit court
aceounts all persons are requirof such medicine to give it al will disappear. Mrs,. John Bishgle:k, Herman Holland being made for his trial.
ed to bring pass book, that same with, or claims against said
appointed by Judge Reed to sue- Prompt Action- Will Stop Your trial." For sale by all dealers. op,. of Roseville, Ohio, writes;
may be balanced to,agree with Bank, whether it is an open aca. year ago I was troubled
ceed him. Cough.
our books. Those holding cerC. Foster. Deal.
With indigestion and had sick
count or certificate of deposit,
Arch Nelson, a former circuit
When you first catch a .-Cold
tificate of deposit will preseet will please
headache that lasted for two or
call at the office of court clerk, was appointed by
(often indicated by a snesze or John G. Foeter, aged 35, died three days at a
same in order that prof may be _fall Bank
time.
with pass book iorcer. Judge Reed to reconstruct 'the
doctored
cough), break it up at once. The Sunday morning at 1:55 o'clock, and tried a
made. 1 have provided blank tificate
number- of remedies
of deposit, and prove destroyed records of the court.
"It does not matter" at his home, 1149 Broadway, af- but nothing
affidaVits for making such proofs.
claim as soon as possible, ILI all Slaughter occupied the day by idea that
helped me until durin order that said proofs may be claims must
often leads to serious cornplidae ter an illness extending over a ing one of those
be proven on (*sten walking around the town, seemsick spells a'
tions. s The remedy which im- period of three months of tuber- ind edvieed me
made without any costs to claim- fore ,Fehruaiy
to take Cham- •
8th. 1915. I have ing unconcerned about his remediately and easily peneteates culosis. Mr. Foster- was one of' beelain's
ants.-- Rainey T. Wells, Special provided
Tablets. This medicine_
blank affidavits to prove cent escartade, and greeted old
the lining of the threat is the the best known' young men
Deputy Banking Commissioner.'claims: thereby,
relieved me in a short time. 'For
saving you all friends with his usual smile.
kind demanded. Dr. King's New the city, and leaves a large nunis
wife' and son, costs in the:!natter of ,madijog There was some fear here that Di. coyery soothes the irritation, ber of friends to mourn his ale by all t:ealers;
C. C.
of Little Reek, Ark.. arrived proof of claim against said Rank. perhaps it would not be safe to; ieeeens the phlegm. • You fee) death. -11e,was born and reared.
' What ever elzo you give,. •
In oilier that the-a111 airs may be"bring back. Slaughtere at
neresWednesley night
ho the
once;. better it once. "It seemed to ID Brie!Isbur.g,' KS.. reel had mcsgve,a brax'of
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titteldv
;t3
•
.
_
.. ,and the report was in cure
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•e-ee;t (II' ise- perents, N e. P. an .. .e ,•
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h...
it I -1 necessa,ry 'that '' you' give here Sun lay _prat Sheriff
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